
 

BATS Options Exchange Risk Management Update 
Effective November 15, 2013   
 
Effective Friday, November 15, 2013 (pending SEC approval), BATS Options Exchange will make 
changes to its Risk Management behavior along with offering additional functionality including Percentage 
of Quote Risk Limits and Self-imposed Order Lockouts. 
 
Change to Risk Management Behavior  
BATS Options will modify the implementation of our risk limit triggers.  All OSI Root-level risk limits will be 
honored by a real time, in-process mechanism, rather than by the downstream process currently in place 
today.   
 
Percentage of Quote Risk Limits 
BATS Options will add functionality for Percentage of Quote risk limits at the OSI Root level.  
 
Percentage of Quote is computed as the sum across all series in an OSI Root of the percentage of 
contracts executed versus contracts quoted in each series during the specified time period.  
 
Example 1: 
BATS Options member specifies a Percentage Of Quote limit of 200% and a timeframe of 1 second.  
Four series are quoted in a given OSI Root with the following quote sizes and executions.  Executions are 
ordered by time: 
 

 
Quote Size Qty Executed Percentage Executed 

Series 1 40 40 100% 
Series 2 20 10 50% 
Series 3 100 50 50% 
Series 4 50 0 0% 

   
200% 

 
The Percentage of Quote is computed as: 100% + 50% + 50% + 0% = 200% 
 
In the example above, after the executions are processed, the risk limit is triggered. This is followed by 
the cancellation of all open orders in the given OSI Root and rejection of new orders within the OSI Root. 
 
Example 2: 
BATS Options member specifies a Percentage Of Quote limit of 200% and a timeframe of 1 second.  
Three series are quoted in a given OSI Root with the following quote sizes and executions.  Executions 
are ordered by time: 
 

 
Quote Size Qty Executed Percentage Executed 

Series 1 80 40 50% 
Series 2 30 30 100% 
Series 3 100 100 100% 

   
250% 

 



The Percentage of Quote is computed as: 50% + 100% + 100% = 250% 
 
In the example above, after the executions are processed, the risk limit is triggered.  Please note, in this 
example, the third order received is executed in full against a single resting order.  The processing of this 
execution does exceed the defined risk threshold.  In this example, if the inbound orders were received in 
reverse order (Series 3, Series 2, Series 1), after the processing of the second order, the risk limit would 
be triggered.   The risk limit trigger is followed by the cancellation of all open orders in the given OSI Root 
and rejection of new orders within the OSI Root. 
 
Self-imposed Order Lockout 
Members may initiate a new self-imposed order lockout in conjunction with a mass cancel for all resting 
and in-flight orders. Members who issue MassCancel requests on their Order Cancel Request messages 
using the MassCancel field in BOE (FIX Tag 7693) may also optionally issue a MassCancelLockOut field 
in BOE ((FIX Tag 7697). If the tag or field is present, its value must be set with a value of ‘0’ for “No 
Lockout” or ‘1’ for “Lockout”. The MassCancelLockOut value of “1” is only applicable in conjunction with 
MassCancel values of “2” or “4”; other usage results in a reject. 

The self-imposed lockout can be released using the existing RiskReset field in BOE (FIX Tag 7692). 

Testing Opportunities 
BATS Options certification environment will be available for testing new risk management functionality 
effective Friday, November 1, 2013. Members that have not yet completed a risk management tool 
certification with BATS must schedule a certification through the BATS Trade Desk before access will be 
allowed to any risk management functionality. 
 
For More Information 
For additional information on implementing new or modifying additional risk functionality, refer to the Risk 
Management Specification, BATS US Options BOE Specification or the BATS US Options FIX 
Specification. 
 
Please contact the BATS Trade Desk or your Director of Sales with any questions.  We appreciate your 
continued support of BATS and look forward to earning more of your business.  As always, we are 
committed to our Members and to Making Markets Better. 
 
BATS Trade Desk 
913.815.7001 
tradedesk@bats.com 
www.batstrading.com/alerts  
www.batsoptions.com/alerts 
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